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GAEA was founded in September of 2020 with a goal of instilling confidence in trail runners. 
After extensive consumer research, we uncovered the following key insight: fear and anxi-
ety about trail conditions are leading consumers to run on pavement more often than not, 
preventing them from reaping the mental and physical benefits of trail running. With this in 
mind, we started on the journey to create performance footwear that empowers consumers 
to worry less on their footing and more about the beauty of the trails around them. 

To deliver on their promise of ankle stability and reliable traction, our product features a pro-
prioceptive ankle collar and 360-degree featherline rand to ensure that your feet move how 
they should — no matter what Mother Nature has in store.  Additionally, we understand the 
environmental impacts of climate change on the trails that we love, and commit to contribut-
ing to a more sustainable future. With a slogan of ‘tread lightly on the planet, no matter the 
trail’, we make decisions to minimize our environmental impact through a focus on circularity 
and a ‘buy one, plant one’ reforestation program. We also adhere to environmentally-con-
scious decision making in terms of material selection, distribution choices and circularity of 
the product. Currently, the NBL1, GAEA’s flagship shoe, will retail at $180 a pair while selling 
through a DTC channel. This places the product as a premium level within the market. Com-
parable to competitors such as On Running and Saucony. 

MISSION

VISION

POSITION

To preserve the planet and lead the conversation
 toward a zero-waste future in outdoor performance.

We motivate anyone to explore confidently by delivering them 
innovative, performance-driven footwear that treads lightly 

on the planet, no matter the trail.

Founded in the heart of the Pacific Northwest, GAEA seeks to empower your 
next adventure while protecting our planet. We produce premium performance 
footwear from responsibly-sourced materials and partner with forestry groups 
to be the most sustainable brand on the market. Together, we’re leading the 

conversation towards a zero-waste future in outdoor performance. 
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MESSAGING

Primary: 
Explore Confidently

Tertiary: 
The GAEA NBL1 trail running shoe 
features a supportive ankle collar and 
360-degree responsive mudguard for a 
heightened sense of stability and control.

Secondary: 
A responsive trail running shoe that 
adapts to whatever mother nature has in 
store. 
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STRENGTHS

• Members of the company have extensive running back-
ground

• Connection to industry leaders through SPM program
• Existing relationship with factory partners through SPM 

program
• Extensive focus on sustainability
• Offering unique ankle collar and mid cut silhouette as 

product differentiators  

WEAKENESSES

• Lack of funding leading to less opportunities for 
material sourcing 

• Lack of funding to open tooling 
• Entering a somewhat niche market with existing 

specialty brands 

OPPORTUNITIES

• DTC allows for more profit 
• Few competitors’ with sustainable products 
• Increasing consumer interest in sustainability transpar-

ency and purpose driven brands
• Consumers have concerns with injury while trail run-

ning that needs addressing 

THREATS

• Trail specific market is growing, but still relatively 
small

• Consumer preference for road running shoe 
instead of trail specific 

• Large brands dominate footwear market (Nike, 
Adidas, Hoka One One)

• Sustainability is starting to show up in perfor-
mance running shoes

ANALYSIS
SWOT

Threat of new entrants (Medium): The trail running market is growing, already reaching a valuation of $2.3 Billion, 
according to Marketwatch. While this growth will likely result in a more saturated market, incoming competitors 
will need to maintain our high sustainability standards to target our value-driven consumer. Additionally, as sus-
tainability continues to be increasingly important to consumers more existing companies will try and produce their 
sustainable version.

Supplier bargaining power (Medium): Given our prioritization of sustainability, the suppliers do carry some 
power. The power mostly comes in the way of raising prices due to the extra steps needed to ensure sustainable 
processes. As sustainable manufacturing becomes more common, there will be a point where demand may out-
way production. 

Customer bargaining power (Low): We are producing a shoe that is as close to carbon-neutral as possible, while 
also being durable enough to handle the changing conditions of the Pacific Northwest. To do so, we need to spend 
money to invest in the right materials and processes, which means the shoe will have to be priced at a premium. 
The customer also does not have many other options of sustainable products in our niche trail running market-
place. 

Threat of substitutes (High): There are already multiple specialty brands in running that avid consumers trust 
and know. However, even more dangerous to our product is the fact that people do not always buy trail-specif-
ic shoes. They may buy a pair of regular Nike running shoes and use them as both their street and trail running 
shoes.

Competitive rivalry (High): For our consumer base there are a few specialty brands that are prominent in the 
running industry, such as Salomon and Altra. They compete at generally the same price level and offer many 
of the same functions. Outside of the specialty brands, are brands like Nike and New Balance which offer
 a wide array of basic running shoes. The trail running market is growing, in part thanks to quarantine and 
a consumer fixation on getting outside.

PORTER’S FIVE FORCES
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TRENDS
With stay-at-home orders and mandated quarantines being imposed due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, people all around the world have been forced to stay at home to prevent the 
spread of the virus. While the pandemic has been been extremely destructive, one silver lining 
of the past year is that it enticed conumers to get outside and enjoy the outdoors. In 2019, 
there were 61M trail runners in the United States, and today that number has only grown. On 
top of this, consumers are continuing to be more and more health-concious. Sanford Heatlh 
named Millennials the “Wellness Generation” as they prioritize their health and wellness more 
than any other demographic. This being our target consumer, it bodes well for our brand. All of 
these trends have led the trail running market to grow substancially, as it was valued at over $3 
billion USD in 2020 and is growing at a CAGR of 7.68 percent. Finally, consumers are continu-
ing to care more and more about sustainability, as 57 percent are willing to change purchasing 
habits to reduce environmental impact and 70 percent are willing to pay more for sustainable 
purchases, as reported by IBM

OTHER FACTORS 
We understand that the running industry is a very saturated space, but no other brands in 
the market were build upon our strict sustainability standards. By putting sustainability at the 
forefront of everything we do, we are able to differentiate ourselves. Our targeted marketing 
efforts are where we will be able to connect with our value-driven consumers and help tell 
our sustainability-driven story. 
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TARGET 
CONSUMER
Overview:
• 28-35 years old (Millennial) in mid-size city
• Working professional in a demanding career ($80k)
• Adventurous Explorer w/ easy access to local trailheads
• Shops at Outdoor Specialty and Run Specialty stores
• Heavily involved in their community and wants the companies they purchase from 

to reflect their values (primarily climate change/sustainability)
• Trail running and exploring the outdoors is an opportunity for mental release

Our consumer lives a life full of noise. From the relentless barrage 
of questions from coworkers to the cars honking on their daily com-
mute. They work hard and deal with the noise, but are yearning for 
some sort of mental escape. Finally, the sun rises on Saturday morn-
ing, they reach for their phone to load AllTrails and find the perfect 
trail to take their Subaru Outback to. Our mission at GAEA is to 
guarantee that our consumer can lace up their NBL1s and achieve 
mental euphoria, eliminating the distracting and persistent worry of 
injury on tumultuous trails. 

Additionally, we want to guarantee to our consumer that their pur-
chase of our product isn’t going to harm the Earth that they truly 
care about. It is proof through their other purchases of brands like 
Patagonia, Prana and Rothys, that they take stock in a company’s 
impact on the environment. 

Our consumer also cares about their health, both mentally and physically. They go on runs 
for exercise to stay physically fit, but they also enjoy the mental release that comes along 

with running. To be able to achieve that mental release they like to 
trade the city streets for a mountain trail, which GAEA helps them do 
with confidence so they can focus on the nature around them. Their 
care for their body is also shown through their food purchases. 
Shopping mostly at chains like Whole Foods and New Seasons Mar-
ket for their groceries, but also enjoying supporting local restaurants 
from time to time. 

Our consumer lives a busy life — from work to having an
 involved social life with their friends and community. But, 
when it comes time for them to get away and unplug on the t
rails, they trust GAEA to take them on a safe and enjoyable ride. 
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PRODUCT:
THE NBL1
Based on consumer insights, we identified that a trail runner’s greatest concern is 
protecting his or her ankle from the excessive lateral movement that is inherent 
to the sport. During our brainstorming process, we were inspired from basket-
ball and tennis shoes, as we saw similarities in the demands of these sports in 
regards to supporting quick lateral movements. From this, we designed a light-
weight, mid-cut silhouette for our shoe that offers a sense of support to enhance 
the trail running experience for our consumers — no matter the conditions.

GAEA is proud to introduce our first product, The NBL1, to the trail running com-
munity. The shoe is constructed with our unique ankle collar system which is built 
within the shoe upper to enhance our athletes’ response to the demands of the 
most rugged terrain. The ankle 
collar is complimented by an 
engineered knit which offers 
breathability and comfort while 
minimizing waste during pro-
duction. The shoe is thoughtfully 
reinforced at the heel and fore-
foot for performance without 
adding excessive weight. This 
premium performance model 
will be sold DTC at a MSRP of 
$180.

At GAEA, all footwear is designed and produced with three key focuses in mind: 
reimagining the creation process to avoid waste, redirecting post-consumer re-
sources back into production to emphasize circularity, and replenishing the plan-
et through planting a tree for every product sold. The NBL1 delivers on this prom-
ise from the start, employing a zero-waste engineered knit, bio-based materials, 
and thoughtful pattern efficiency to reduce excess. Future iterations will focus 
on innovations with materials and designs of the midsole and outsole which will 
move our product closer to our goal of carbon-neutrality.



MARKETING STRATEGIES 
& TACTICS

Build brand awareness and drive sales of our first product, the NBL1, by 
building authentic branding that resonates with our consumer base. 

OBJECTIVE

STRATEGY ONE: 
Establish brand awareness and drive sales in the PNW

TACTIC | Paid Instagram ads in local area
We will focus heavily on the digital side for our initial advertisement. Our target consumer is most active on 
Instagram, which also carries with it the highest amount of daily active users. We will focus on a few different 
types of Instagram advertisements. We want to present our content in different views so consumers do not 
continually scroll past the same Gaea post. We will use sponsored stories and promoted posts from the Gaea 
Instagram page. These CPM advertisements will be focused on driving brand awareness as well as growing 
our Instagram following. It is important for the consumers to see the product in a creative fashion while also 

TACTIC | Banner ad on TrailRunnerMag.com
It is important for us to go where our consumer is. By being in front of our consumer while they are thinking 
specifically about trail running can lead them to be more inclined to click through to our website. This website 
has one of the highest visitor reaches for trail specific news, products and blog-like posts. These visitors will 
be those who are truly invested in the sport of trail running and makes for a perfect audience for our product.

TACTIC | Ambassadors
Ambassadors will be very important for connecting with our local community. We will require our ambassa-
dors to go on runs with local running groups, participate in events and blast our product on their social media 
platforms. These will be people we know are already in the running community and are willing to have those 
conversations with interested consumers.

TACTIC | Stumptown Trail Run Sponsorship
Although this is a smaller event it is the only trail specific run that is held directly in Portland. This is a per-
fect place for us to connect with the local community. We hope to do this in a few ways including getting the 
product in consumer’s hands, making them aware of our brand and fostering relationships within the 
running community within Portland. 
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MARKETING STRATEGIES 
& TACTICS CONTINUED

STRATEGY TWO: 
Build national brand awareness and expand market opportunities

TACTIC | Nico Young Instagram sponsorship
Nico will help us to reach the younger side of consumers while also reaching a well respected corner of the 
running community. As a runner at Northern Arizona University he will reach a market outside of the Pacific 
Northwest who also loves to go outside. Due to the fact that Nico is still younger and in school it makes the 
sponsorship more financially attainable as well.

TACTIC | Outside Magazine ¼ page full color ad - Summer Buyer’s Guide
Though the medium age of the magazine’s 3 million readers is higher than our target consumer we still see 
this is a viable option. The life of print advertisements is much longer than digital. One magazine can reach 
many different hands through its lifetime. Additionally, Outside has established itself as one of the most 
reputable sources in the outdoor world. We will be focusing on the Summer Buyer’s Guide issue as a way to 
showcase our product as one that can be trusted alongside other premium outdoor gear. This will be right 
after the first preorder and hopefully drive interest through the rest of the Summer.

TACTIC | Youtube Advertising
Targeting videos that are tagged with “Trail Running” or “Running” and “Sustainable” will be targeted. We will 
have these ads run only in the United States. We will run 15 second skippable ads, but according to Youtube 
advertising will only have to pay for ads that the audience views for at least 10 of those seconds. This will help 
us to have a wide reach and focus solely on the people who are on social media and would be interested in 
our product.

TACTIC | Trail Runner Nation Podcast
This is the largest trail running specific podcast on the market. This is an important place for us to be because 
it fits both the age range of our target consumer and will be our target audience in terms of interest. It is im-
portant we go where our consumer is, and this podcast is a perfect example. Running nine 30 second spots 
over the Summer will allow us to talk about our product in a creative way to our target consumers while in the 
main season of our product’s use.

TACTIC | Clare Ghalleger sponsorship
Clare Ghalleger is an established runner who has an established Instagram following. She has competed 
in professional races with success while also working with reputable brands like Patagonia. Clare is also a 
climate warrior and very vocal about her commitment to sustainable products. This is a wonderful match 
for our product and we believe this match will be a good fit for both the brand and Clare. 
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BUDGET
Advertisement Impressions Price

Nico Young Instagram 140,000 $7,000

Paid Instagram Ad 3,950,000 $31,200

Website Creation 550,000 $2,000

Brand Photo Selects - $2,500

TrailRunnerMap.com Banner Ad 35,000 $1,300

5,035,000 $50,000

Launch / Pre-Order Budget | January - April, 2022

Advertisement Impressions Price
Stumptown Trail Run Sponsor-
ship

20,000 $5,000

YouTube Advertisement ($2K 
for production)

4,700,000 $12,000

Clare Ghalleger Sponsorship 200,000 $20,000

Upgraded UX for App app Web-
site

- $12,000

4,920,000 $49,000

Remainder of FY1 | August - December, 2022

Advertisement Impressions Price
Outside Magazine Print Ad - 
Summer Edition (1/4 page full 
color)

3,000,000 $32,000

Trail Runner Nation - Nine, 
30-second spots

900,000 $19,000

Ambassadors 40,000 $0

3,940,000 $51,000

Summer 2022, April - August, 2022
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TIMELINE
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL

* April 22 Product + 
Site Launch

MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

Ambassadors

Website Creation
Nico Young Sponsorship

CG Sponsorship

Clare Ghalleger Sponsorship

Ambassadors

Ambassadors

Podcast Ad

Trail Runner Podcast Ad

Stumptown Trail Run Partnership

Updated UX for App

Trail Runner Mag Banner Ad
Brand Photo Selects

Paid Instagram Ad

Outside Mag Print Ad - Summer Buyer Edition

Outside Ad

Youtube Advertisement
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APPENDIX 

Figure 1 - Banner Ad

Figure 2 - Advertisement Mock-Up
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APPENDIX 
Figure 3 - Instagram Story Ads Figure 4 - Instagram Post Ads

Figure 5 Instagram Profile Page Mock-Up



APPENDIX 
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Figure 6 - Mobile App Interface


